Using and interpreting electrodiagnostic tests

ABSTRACT

Electrodiagnostic testing, consisting of nerve conduction studies and needle electrode examination, serves as an extension of a neurologic examination for evaluating a variety of focal and generalized neuromuscular conditions. By providing important clues on location, chronicity, severity, and pathophysiology, it can help to establish a diagnosis, evaluate the need for surgery, and assess patients who do not improve as expected after surgery.

KEY POINTS

Electrodiagnostic testing helps to precisely locate disease processes affecting the peripheral nervous system (including peripheral nerves, neuromuscular junctions, and muscles) and has limited use in the evaluation of central nervous system disorders.

Electrodiagnostic studies can help establish if a patient is likely to have a muscle disease, a disorder of neuromuscular junction transmission, axon loss, or a demyelinating disease.

Electrodiagnostic testing should be done by physicians who have appropriate training in it, as there are potential pitfalls in performing and interpreting the studies.

Electrodiagnostic testing (traditionally but less accurately called electromyography) consists of 2 distinct but related procedures typically performed together to interrogate the peripheral nervous system: nerve conduction studies and needle electrode examination.

This article reviews common indications for these tests, their limitations, and how to interpret the results, focusing on how they may best contribute to patient evaluation.

NERVE CONDUCTION STUDIES

Nerve conduction studies involve stimulating motor, sensory, or mixed nerves through the skin with a small pulse of electrical current (Figure 1). Recording electrodes, placed on the skin over nerves and muscles innervated by the stimulated nerve trunk, capture electrical responses generated by the stimulation. Multiple nerves may be stimulated in each affected limb or region, as determined by patient symptoms.

Sensory nerve conduction studies record the response along nerve fibers to electrical stimulation of the nerve trunk at some distance from the recording electrodes, whereas motor nerve conduction studies record the response of a muscle to electrical stimulation of a nerve trunk that innervates that muscle.

Values measured include amplitude and morphology of response and velocity or latency of conduction along the stimulated path. "Late" responses, including the F wave and H reflex, measure the integrity of proximal portions of a nerve and corresponding nerve roots.

The following disease processes are generally associated with characteristic electrodiagnostic findings, illustrated in Figure 2.
Demyelinating diseases cause slow conduction velocities, prolonged distal latencies, conduction blocks, dispersion of the motor response waveform, and prolonged late responses.

Axon loss (“axonal pathology”) does not significantly exhibit these features, but causes reduced amplitude of responses.

Acquired focal or segmental demyelination characteristically exhibits conduction block, ie, a significant reduction in motor response amplitude at proximal compared with distal stimulation sites.

Defects of neuromuscular junction transmission (eg, myasthenia gravis, Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome) exhibit changes in motor response amplitudes during a volley of stimuli when tested with repetitive nerve stimulation.

Needle electrode examination (Figure 3) involves inserting a needle into a muscle to record spontaneous and volitional electrical activity generated within muscle fibers during rest and active muscle contraction.

The test is typically performed on multiple muscles: between 6 (for a single-limb study) and 15 muscles (for a multiple-limb study). An electrode inserted in the muscle belly records electrical activity in the muscle at rest and during voluntary contraction to assess the integrity of the nerve-muscle connection and the presence of muscle disease.

At rest. Abnormal spontaneous activity in the form of fibrillation or positive sharp wave potentials signifies loss of muscle innervation, necrosis, or inflammation (Table 1).

During voluntary muscle activation. The needle electrode records the size, morphology, and firing pattern of a motor unit action potential (ie, an electrical discharge composed of the individual muscle fiber action potentials generated by activation of a single motor neuron in the spinal cord). The pattern of firing in relation to increasing effort is called the recruitment pattern (Table 2).

NEEDLE ELECTRODE EXAMINATION

Nerve conduction studies and needle electrode examination can help address the following questions:

Where is the lesion? Is it in the nerve root, plexus, peripheral nerve, neuromuscular junction, or muscle?

What is the pathophysiologic nature of the disorder? If neuropathy, is it due to demyelination or to axon loss? If myopathy, is it due to inflammation and necrosis?

What is the chronicity of the problem?
Is it acute, subacute, chronic, or chronic with ongoing denervation?

What is the electrical severity of the problem?

Electrodiagnostic testing can also reveal specific clues to etiology, such as myotonia in a patient with suspected myopathy.

**LIMITATIONS OF ELECTRODIAGNOSIS**

Electrodiagnosis has limitations.

**It does not evaluate small fibers**

Nerve conduction studies assess the integrity of only large-diameter axons. Small-diameter fibers that predominantly comprise the autonomic, temperature-sensing, and pain-sensing portions of the peripheral nervous system generate electrical fields too small to be recorded with routine laboratory techniques. Hence, patients with small-fiber sensory neuropathy and those with radiculopathy only manifested by pain (affecting only sensory root fibers and not motor root fibers) will likely have normal results.

**It gives clues, but not a specific diagnosis**

Electrodiagnostic testing helps locate problems and objectively measures a portion of the peripheral nervous and neuromuscular sys-

---

**Axon loss.** When axons are lost, there are fewer excitable axons, and therefore fewer muscle cells are excited, resulting in a lower compound muscle action potential (CMAP) regardless of stimulation site. This can occur in peripheral neuropathy or motor neuron disease. The dashed tracings represent normal, solid tracings are abnormal.

**Diffuse demyelination.** For diffusely disrupted myelin, distal latency is prolonged, and the conduction velocity is slow, but the CMAP retains normal amplitude because all of the axons are still available to depolarize the same number of muscle cells. This may be seen in hereditary demyelinating neuropathies, such as Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease.

**Focal demyelination.** For focal demyelination over a portion of nerve, focal slowing occurs only over the affected segments. In addition, the conduction in some neurons is too slow to cross the area of focal demyelination. This is called conduction block, and results in a more than 50% reduction of CMAP amplitude when stimulating proximal to the lesion. Because focal demyelination typically affects different neurons to varying degrees, the action potentials arrive at the muscle at more variable times, leading to a “spreading” of the CMAP, known as temporal dispersion. This pattern can be seen in some types of compressive nerve injury (eg, ulnar neuropathy at the elbow) and diffuse acquired demyelinating polyneuropathies (eg, Guillain-Barré syndrome).
Electrodiagnostic studies. It does not usually identify the specific underlying cause of a condition and is best viewed as an extension of the physical examination. However, it often plays an important role in defining the differential diagnosis and directing further laboratory and imaging tests.

It does not reveal much about the central nervous system
Electrodiagnostic testing does not adequately assess the central nervous system. It may demonstrate nonspecific abnormalities in central nervous system disorders, but findings cannot be used to definitively locate or diagnose a central nervous system lesion. Electrodiagnostic testing may be technically limited by central disorders of motor unit control.

It may require mild sedation
Although most patients tolerate electrodiagnostic testing well, those with especially low pain tolerance or lacking understanding of the testing (eg, children) may require premedication.

Some heart devices rule it out
In general, electrodiagnostic testing is safe. However, nerve conduction studies should not be performed near catheters and electrodes that directly reach the heart (eg, pacemakers with external leads, catheters measuring intracardiac pressures), although having an internalized pacemaker or defibrillator is not a contraindication.

Risks of infection, bleeding
Needle electrode examination carries a small risk of infection and bleeding. Laboratories differ in their approach for patients on anticoagulation therapy. In general, even with anticoagulation, the risk of clinically significant bleeding is low, and risk associated with discontinuing anticoagulation therapy should be balanced against this risk. For patients undergoing electrodiagnosis who stay on anticoagulation, the

Figure 3.

Normal. The recording needle is shown inserted into muscle perpendicular to the long axis of the muscle fibers. The electrode captures activity within a small range surrounding the needle tip. Normal tissue contains a mixture of different motor units (single units denoted by color). When a patient activates the muscle through voluntary control, force is generated by the orderly recruitment of additional motor units and an increase in the firing rate of motor units. The firing motor units are visualized to the right as tracings (color coding not present on actual reading). Each motor unit has a distinct morphology.

In neurogenic conditions, motor units are lost (represented by loss of the green motor unit), but if nearby motor units are intact, they can reinnervate the muscle fibers that have lost innervation (represented by increase of blue and purple-coded muscle fibers). During electrical activation, fewer motor units are available to generate the same level of force, so the remaining units must fire at a higher frequency (“reduced recruitment”). The size of the motor unit is increased because more muscle fibers now belong to each motor unit due to reinnervation.

In myopathic conditions, muscle fibers become smaller, although the motor units remain intact. In order to generate the same level of force, more motor units need to be activated (“early recruitment”). Motor units appear small due to electrical potentials generated from the smaller muscle fibers.

Normal

Neurogenic

Myopathic
needle electrode examination may be tailored to exclude particularly vulnerable sites.

Examination of certain muscles (especially the diaphragm, rhomboid major, and serratus anterior) entails a higher risk of pneumothorax.

### SPECIFIC INDICATIONS

In general, electrodiagnostic testing adds value to the diagnostic workup of many common symptoms and conditions by suggesting previously unsuspected diagnoses and further diagnostic tests or treatments.⁴,⁵

### FOCAL SENSORY AND MOTOR SYMPTOMS

Patients with many conditions presenting with focal sensory and motor symptoms can benefit from electrodiagnostic testing.

### Acute traumatic nerve injury

Peripheral nerves may be injured by blunt or penetrating trauma, stretch injury, and secondary ischemia (eg, from compartment syndrome). Electrodiagnosis can assess nerve continuity, injury severity, and prognosis, which may be especially helpful if peripheral nerve surgery is being considered.

Nerve conduction studies may be useful during the acute phase of an injury (within the first 24–72 hours) if nerve trunk stimulation can be performed above and below the lesion site to assess for conduction block or discontinuity. A repeat study at least 10 days after the injury is usually necessary to assess for maximal deterioration of sensory and motor responses, at which time Wallerian degeneration should be complete, and a response from distal stimulation will be absent with complete axonal injuries.⁶

However, needle electrode evaluation is not usually useful until 3 weeks after an injury, when active denervation features may become apparent, so if a single study is requested, it should be done 3 weeks after the onset of neurologic deficits.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Clinical significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves</strong></td>
<td>Spontaneous muscle fiber potentials recorded during rest; morphology and firing regularity determine categorization as fibrillation potentials or positive sharp waves</td>
<td>Muscle fibers are remaining without innervation, generally a sign of recent or ongoing denervation in neurogenic conditions. In myopathic conditions, they may indicate inflammatory or necrotizing myopathies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fasciculation potentials</strong></td>
<td>Spontaneous, irregularly firing motor unit discharges</td>
<td>May be seen occasionally in chronic neurogenic conditions of any kind, but are seen more diffusely in disorders of the anterior horn cell and motor neuron disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Myotonic discharges</strong></td>
<td>Single muscle fiber firing repetitively in a waxing and waning pattern at high frequency</td>
<td>When diffuse and prominent, indicates a myotonic disorder. Can also rarely be seen in any chronic neurogenic or myopathic condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complex repetitive discharges</strong></td>
<td>Time-locked repetitive firing of a group of muscle fibers, with sudden start and stop of bursts</td>
<td>Very chronic neurogenic or myopathic conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neuromyotonic discharges</strong></td>
<td>Single motor unit firing repetitively at a very high frequency</td>
<td>Typically, disorders of voltage-gated potassium channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Myokymic discharges</strong></td>
<td>Single motor unit firing in regularly recurring bursts</td>
<td>Most commonly associated with chronic demyelination and radiation plexopathy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electrodiagnosis often helps define the differential diagnosis and directs further evaluation.
Carpal tunnel syndrome

Carpal tunnel syndrome is one of the most common peripheral nerve disorders and can cause significant pain and dysfunction.7–9 When typical symptoms and signs are present, the diagnosis may be straightforward. However, in other cases, the sensory distribution of pain and paresthesias lie outside of the classic median nerve distribution, and in addition, other conditions can mimic it.

Electrodiagnosis is most applicable for evaluating suspected carpal tunnel syndrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Clinical pearls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic denervation</td>
<td>Remote axon loss identified by long-duration, high-amplitude motor units firing with a reduced recruitment pattern</td>
<td>Generally denotes a process that started at least several months before the examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active or ongoing denervation</td>
<td>A muscle exhibiting positive sharp waves or fibrillation potentials, reflecting a subacute (or more long-standing but uncompensated) neurogenic or axon-loss process</td>
<td>Does not always imply a truly active process. Fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves are observed whenever a muscle fiber is awaiting reinnervation. These findings generally appear by about 3 weeks after the onset of injury and resolve within a few months, but may persist for longer in distal muscles and when reinnervation mechanisms are not fully successful or complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraspinal canal lesion or process</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic testing characterized by neurogenic or axon-loss changes in muscles of 1 or more specific myotomes (eg, a spinal root or segment derivative) without sensory findings</td>
<td>The lesion is proximal to the dorsal root ganglion. Most of these lesions are compressive radiculopathies; but infrequently; other lesions such as motor neuron disease produce similar findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurogenic</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic features resulting from lesions of the anterior horn cell, nerve root, plexus, or nerve</td>
<td>Neurogenic findings are further refined by distribution and the presence or absence of sensory findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myopathic</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic features of muscle disease, including low amplitude, short duration, and polyphasic motor units</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic testing may be less sensitive in many myopathies than in neurogenic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritable myopathy</td>
<td>When myopathic features are accompanied by diffuse fibrillation potentials, positive sharp waves, or both</td>
<td>Suggestive of inflammatory or necrotizing etiologies, but not pathognomonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor unit instability</td>
<td>The same motor unit on needle electrode examination varies in morphology from one firing to the next</td>
<td>Indicates dysfunction at the neuromuscular junction, but it can be seen in neurogenic conditions during early reinnervation, when neuromuscular junctions are immature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced activation</td>
<td>Suboptimal voluntary activation of a muscle resulting from central nervous system causes</td>
<td>Can result from pain, cognitive dysfunction, poor effort, or upper motor neuron pathology, and indicates that the data may be of lower yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction block</td>
<td>Motor response in a nerve conduction study has &gt; 50% reduced response when stimulating at a more proximal location</td>
<td>Indicates focal demyelination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2

Glossary of common electrodiagnostic terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Clinical pearls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic denervation</td>
<td>Remote axon loss identified by long-duration, high-amplitude motor units firing with a reduced recruitment pattern</td>
<td>Generally denotes a process that started at least several months before the examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active or ongoing denervation</td>
<td>A muscle exhibiting positive sharp waves or fibrillation potentials, reflecting a subacute (or more long-standing but uncompensated) neurogenic or axon-loss process</td>
<td>Does not always imply a truly active process. Fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves are observed whenever a muscle fiber is awaiting reinnervation. These findings generally appear by about 3 weeks after the onset of injury and resolve within a few months, but may persist for longer in distal muscles and when reinnervation mechanisms are not fully successful or complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraspinal canal lesion or process</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic testing characterized by neurogenic or axon-loss changes in muscles of 1 or more specific myotomes (eg, a spinal root or segment derivative) without sensory findings</td>
<td>The lesion is proximal to the dorsal root ganglion. Most of these lesions are compressive radiculopathies; but infrequently; other lesions such as motor neuron disease produce similar findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurogenic</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic features resulting from lesions of the anterior horn cell, nerve root, plexus, or nerve</td>
<td>Neurogenic findings are further refined by distribution and the presence or absence of sensory findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myopathic</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic features of muscle disease, including low amplitude, short duration, and polyphasic motor units</td>
<td>Electrodagnostic testing may be less sensitive in many myopathies than in neurogenic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritable myopathy</td>
<td>When myopathic features are accompanied by diffuse fibrillation potentials, positive sharp waves, or both</td>
<td>Suggestive of inflammatory or necrotizing etiologies, but not pathognomonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor unit instability</td>
<td>The same motor unit on needle electrode examination varies in morphology from one firing to the next</td>
<td>Indicates dysfunction at the neuromuscular junction, but it can be seen in neurogenic conditions during early reinnervation, when neuromuscular junctions are immature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced activation</td>
<td>Suboptimal voluntary activation of a muscle resulting from central nervous system causes</td>
<td>Can result from pain, cognitive dysfunction, poor effort, or upper motor neuron pathology, and indicates that the data may be of lower yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction block</td>
<td>Motor response in a nerve conduction study has &gt; 50% reduced response when stimulating at a more proximal location</td>
<td>Indicates focal demyelination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
when the diagnosis is uncertain, when initial conservative therapy has been unsuccessful, or when surgery is being considered. Specifically, electrodiagnostic testing can help with the following:

**Establishing a diagnosis.** Diagnostic accuracy is high, especially when using specialized nerve conduction techniques (eg, palmar mixed nerve studies), with sensitivities of about 85% and specificities around 97%. Standard electrodiagnosis may also exclude other neuromuscular diagnoses, such as cervical radiculopathy, other upper limb mononeuropathies, and brachial plexopathy.

**Evaluating need for surgery.** Electrodagnostic testing may help determine indications for surgical release of a trapped median nerve. Lesions that are electrically moderate may be associated with a better prognosis, presumably because normal studies predict a disorder other than carpal tunnel syndrome, and severe findings suggest irreversible axon loss.

**Postoperative assessment.** Electrodagnostic testing is sometimes used after surgery if the outcomes are suboptimal. Electrodagnostic findings typically improve after surgery, but abnormalities occasionally persist even after symptoms improve.

**Neuromuscular ultrasonography.** Interest has been growing for evaluating carpal tunnel syndrome with neuromuscular ultrasonography, as it has demonstrated favorable diagnostic accuracy. However, it provides information that is complementary to electrodagnostic testing results and is not useful for assessing severity. Neuromuscular ultrasonography should be considered for patients who prefer not to undergo electrodagnostic testing or may not tolerate it. It may also be used to assess other structural causes of carpal tunnel syndrome in unusual presentations, or to aid in surgical planning or postoperative evaluation.

**Ulnar neuropathy at the elbow**
Ulnar neuropathy at the elbow is only slightly less common than carpal tunnel syndrome. Typical symptoms are numbness or pain in the hand, with or without weakness and atrophy of ulnar-innervated muscles. The differential diagnosis often includes C8 radiculopathy, lower trunk brachial plexus lesions, musculoskeletal conditions, and ulnar nerve lesions located elsewhere (eg, at the wrist).

Electrodagnostic testing can be useful for diagnosing ulnar neuropathy at the elbow, and guidelines have been published on electrodagnostic techniques and criteria. However, several challenges are unique to this condition. The anatomy of the nerve, variation in lesion site in the region of the elbow, and sparing of the muscles of the forearm that are innervated by the ulnar nerve, even with clear lesions at the elbow, can make electrical localization difficult, especially if the lesion primarily involves axon loss.

**Diagnostic criteria may also have substantially different accuracies depending on the pretest probability of an ulnar neuropathy at the elbow.** If an ulnar neuropathy is nonlocalizable by nerve conduction studies, alternative diagnostic techniques (eg, neuromuscular ultrasonography) should be considered to aid in localization, especially for a moderate or severe lesion that is being considered for surgery.

**Electrodiagnosis may also help with prognostic guidance.** Conduction block at the elbow indicates that focal demyelination may be contributing substantially to symptoms, which is associated with a more favorable recovery.

**Radiculopathy**
Patients are commonly referred for electrodagnostic testing to evaluate radiculopathies. Electrodagnosis can typically identify the root level, chronicity, and electrical severity of a radiculopathy. Several conditions and settings merit special consideration, as follows:

**Intraspinal compressive radiculopathies.** These are usually located proximal to the dorsal root ganglion, so sensory nerve conduction studies are typically normal despite significant symptoms of pain and numbness. Motor nerve conduction studies often show only minimal axon loss because most lesions cause damage to a minority of nerve fibers. Needle electrode examination is often the most useful, as it reveals motor axon loss (neurogenic) changes in a myotomal pattern. Diagnosis typically requires examination of multiple muscles to isolate the affected level due to some interindividual variation and overlapping root innervation in many muscles.
Demyelinating conditions. For predominantly demyelinating diseases, the only changes on electrodiagnostic testing are in the recruitment pattern of motor unit action potentials in affected muscles, which may be subtle.

Predominant sensory involvement. Radiculopathies that mainly affect sensory fibers do not result in significantly abnormal findings on electrodiagnostic testing.

Anatomic considerations. Certain radiculopathies may be difficult to isolate to a single level (eg, differentiating between C8 and T1, and C6 and C7 radiculopathies). In addition, electrodiagnostic testing does not truly localize a lesion to the nerve root in the intervertebral foramen, but rather proximal to the dorsal root ganglion. This means that electrodiagnosis cannot differentiate between a root and anterior horn cell lesion within the spinal cord.

The overall sensitivity and specificity of electrodiagnostic testing for radiculopathy is difficult to determine, with reported values varying widely. This is partly due to lack of a gold standard and the various combinations of criteria that can be used for diagnosis. In general, electrodiagnosis can be used to determine if a radicular lesion (eg, one identified on magnetic resonance imaging) is severe enough to have caused motor axon loss and whether the lesion is acute, chronic and healed, or chronic and unhealed (ie, chronic with significant active and ongoing denervation).

GENERALIZED SENSORY AND MOTOR SYMPTOMS

Other conditions that can be evaluated with electrodiagnosis are characterized by a more generalized presentation.

Polyneuropathy
Distal, symmetric axon-loss (“axonal”) polyneuropathy is a common condition that may affect large-fiber or small-fiber nerves, or both.

Evidence is conflicting regarding the value of electrodiagnostic testing for assessing suspected polyneuropathy. Some experts argue that it does not add substantial benefit, as it rarely yields a specific underlying cause, and results do not affect treatment. However, electrodiagnostic testing can identify alternative or concomitant neuromuscular diagnoses, such as radiculopathy or mononeuropathies (eg, carpal tunnel syndrome). It can also distinguish demyelinating polyneuropathies (characterized by slowing of conduction velocities, prolonged distal latencies, conduction blocks, dispersion of the motor response waveform, and prolonged late responses) from axon-loss polyneuropathies, which do not significantly exhibit these features but will display reduced response amplitudes. This has important management ramifications, as demyelinating polyneuropathies and polysensory polyneuropathies are often associated with inflammatory conditions and respond to specific treatments.

Axon-loss polyneuropathy is considerably more common than demyelinating polyneuropathies. Diabetes mellitus confers high risk for axon-loss polyneuropathy but is also associated with increased risk for other neuropathic disorders, including carpal tunnel syndrome, ulnar neuropathy, and diabetic radiculoplexus neuropathy (also known as diabetic amyotrophy).

Electrodiagnostic testing should be considered for polyneuropathy in the evaluation of patients with prominent weakness or gait abnormality, asymmetrical patterns, early upper extremity involvement, rapid progression, and diffuse loss of reflexes.

Limitations of electrodiagnosis for assessing polyneuropathy
Referring physicians should be aware of the following limitations of electrodiagnosis for assessing polyneuropathy:

It is less useful for small-fiber dysfunction. Patients whose history and examination indicate only small-fiber dysfunction are likely to have normal study results and may benefit more from alternative evaluations, such as skin biopsy for intraepidermal nerve fiber density measurement and the QSART (quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test) to assess for small-fiber neuropathy.

It is less useful for elderly patients with mild symptoms. Differentiating between normal age-related loss of sensory responses and features of polyneuropathy may be difficult.

Incidental findings may not be relevant. Especially in older patients, incidental electrodiagnostic findings (eg, an old radiculopathy,
Myopathies comprise a broad spectrum of generalized disorders that primarily affect skeletal muscles.

Carpal tunnel syndrome) may not help elucidate the cause of symptoms. Electrodiagnostic findings must always be evaluated in the context of a patient’s target clinical features.

**Demyelinating polyneuropathy**

Electrodiagnostic testing plays an important role in diagnosing demyelinating polyneuropathies, which have substantially different management implications than axon-loss polyneuropathies. Electrodiagnostic testing can determine the likelihood that a demyelinating polyneuropathy is hereditary or acquired, the types of nerves affected, and the degree of concomitant axon loss. However, skill is required for acquiring and interpreting the electrodiagnostic data, because mild or focal demyelinating-type findings may actually be due to axon-loss polyneuropathy or compressive etiologies. The European Federation of Neurological Societies and the Peripheral Nerve Society have published guidelines for accurate electrodiagnosis, but misdiagnosis of chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy commonly occurs and may lead to unnecessary and potentially harmful therapy.\(^{24,25}\)

**Generalized weakness**

Weakness has diverse causes. A first approximation is often made clinically, differentiating upper from lower motor neuron-type weakness. Those with lower motor neuron-type weakness may have lesions at the level of the anterior horn cell, nerve root, plexus, peripheral nerve, neuromuscular junction, muscle, or some combination of these sites. Electrodiagnostic testing can be a useful adjunct to a physical examination to help refine localization in the peripheral nervous system (including neuromuscular junction and muscle). In a prospective study of patients presenting with weakness, electrodiagnosis identified a single cause in approximately 80% of patients, with about 30% of diagnoses unsuspected before testing.\(^{26}\)

Central disorders of motor control including upper motor neuron disorders may show a pattern of reduced voluntary activation on needle electrode examination. This finding, when pronounced, can suggest upper motor neuron localization. However, it is not specific and can also be seen in studies confounded by pain or lack of voluntary effort.

**Motor neuron disease**

Electrodiagnostic testing plays an important role in diagnosing motor neuron diseases, most commonly amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a degenerative disorder of the upper and lower motor neurons. Diagnosis relies on clinical demonstration of progressive combined upper and lower motor neuron signs without alternative explanation, but electrodiagnosis can identify denervation that may not be apparent clinically.

Several sets of diagnostic criteria are available for ALS, the two most common being the the Awaji criteria and the revised El Escorial criteria.\(^{27,28}\) The Awaji criteria have better sensitivity for diagnosing ALS, although possibly not for all patients.\(^{29,30}\)

Motor neuron disease requires extensive electrodiagnostic evaluation. Nerve conduction studies should be performed to exclude polyneuropathy. Needle electrode examination includes study of the upper and lower extremities, thoracic paraspinal muscles, and often, cranial nerve-supplied muscles. A tiered approach may minimize the number of muscles requiring examination.\(^{31}\)

Key features suggesting a diagnosis of motor neuron disease are the following:

- Chronic and active motor axon loss in muscles from multiple myotomes and peripheral nerve distributions within each of at least 3 body regions
- Progressive clinical features of upper and lower motor neuron deficits
- Fasciculations on needle electrode examination and clinical inspection. Although they may be seen in other neurogenic conditions and in healthy people, when seen in association with weakness, atrophy, and chronic denervation features, they qualify by the Awaji criteria as a surrogate for active denervation in a muscle.

Electrodiagnostic testing is also useful in identifying ALS mimics, including multifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block, myopathies, neuromuscular junction disorders, structural radiculopathies, and severe neuropathies. Other motor neuron diseases include spinal bulbar muscular atrophy (Kennedy disease) and spinal muscular atrophy.
Myopathy
Myopathies comprise a broad spectrum of generalized disorders that primarily affect skeletal muscles. Nerve conduction studies are typically normal in most myopathies because sensory functions are unaffected and the muscles that are routinely tested are distal and less likely to be affected by a myopathy.

Needle electrode examination is more valuable, revealing myopathic motor units (short duration, low amplitude, polyphasic morphology). However, myopathies that predominantly affect type II muscle fibers (notably, corticosteroid-induced myopathy) may have normal results on needle electrode examination, as these fibers are not typically evaluated.

The absence of fibrillation potentials has a negative predictive value of about 80% to 90% for inflammation, necrosis, fiber splitting, or vacuolar changes on muscle biopsy. This information may be helpful in deciding which patients warrant a biopsy.

Electrodiagnosis can help diagnose some myopathies and also perform the following valuable functions:
• Exclude neurogenic and neuromuscular junction etiologies that may mimic myopathies (eg, motor neuron disease, myasthenia gravis)
• Identify unusual myopathic needle electrode examination patterns (eg, myotonia)
• Narrow the differential diagnosis based on the distribution of muscle involvement (eg, inclusion body myositis).

In addition, needle electrode examination features may suggest (but not distinguish between) the following causes of myopathy in the appropriate clinical context:
• Necrosis (eg, anti-signal recognition particle and anti-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase autoantibody-related myopathies)
• Inflammation (eg, polymyositis and dermatomyositis).

“Irritative” features (ie, fibrillation or positive sharp wave potentials) in conjunction with motor unit potential configurational and recruitment changes consistent with myopa-

**Needle electrode examination: Spontaneous activity**

**Normal.** Movement of the needle through uncontracted (relaxed) muscle causes irritation of muscle fiber membranes and a brief burst of muscle fiber depolarizations.

**Abnormal.** Most other spontaneous activity is abnormal. Activity is categorized by source of the discharge (ie, muscle fiber, motor unit, or muscle fiber circuit/nonmotor unit chain of fibers), the firing pattern (ie, regular, irregular, semiregular), and frequency. Most spontaneous activity is not specific to myopathic or neurogenic conditions, but may yield information about chronicity or underlying etiology. See Table 1 for detailed descriptions of abnormal spontaneous activity.

**Figure 4.**

Electrodiagnosis can help narrow the differential diagnosis based on the distribution of muscle involvement.
Myasthenia gravis

Electrodiagnosis can play an important role in evaluating patients with suspected disorders of neuromuscular junction transmission. The most common such disorder is autoimmune myasthenia gravis, which is diagnosed clinically but supported by ancillary testing. Electrodiagnosis is not always necessary if the history and autoantibody profile are consistent with the diagnosis, but it can be useful in cases in which antibody testing is negative and the diagnosis is unclear. It may also play a role in determining whether subjective weakness in a patient with myasthenia gravis is caused by uncontrolled disease or other causes.

In postsynaptic neuromuscular junction disorders such as myasthenia gravis, slow repetitive stimulation at 2 to 5 Hz produces a stereotyped, progressive decrease in the recorded motor response amplitude or area in weak muscles.

The overall accuracy of the test is dependent on the muscle studied, the reference values used, and type of myasthenia gravis (ie, generalized or oculobulbar, the latter of which does not significantly involve limb muscles). Sensitivities for repetitive nerve stimulation have been reported in the 40% to 50% range for generalized myasthenia gravis and in the 10% to 20% range for oculobulbar disease.35–37 Sensitivity might also be reduced if the patient has not appropriately discontinued pyridostigmine before testing. Specificity in facial muscles is reported close to 100%. However, false-positives can occur from technical errors (which can be common in inexperienced hands) and disorders in which there is a secondary defect of neuromuscular junction transmission (eg, ALS).38 A negative test result cannot be used to exclude the diagnosis.

Needle electrode examination may reveal motor unit instability in disorders of neuromuscular junction transmission. When routine electrodagnostic testing is nondiagnostic or when symptoms are not generalized, a single-fiber electromyographic study may be diagnostic. This technique is 90% to 100% sensitive for myasthenia gravis, but not as specific39; however, it requires significant patient cooperation and is technically demanding and time-consuming.

**BOTTOM LINE**

By keeping in mind the capabilities and limitations of electrodiagnosis, referring providers can obtain the greatest value from testing and provide reasonable expectations for patients. Results are optimized with testing by physicians trained in electrodiagnosis and interpreting the results in the context of a thorough history and physical examination.
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